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LISTED BUILDINGS AND CONSERVATION AREA

The former Burnley Grammar School, which moved to a new location in 1959, comprises a series of buildings 

and monuments that are of enormous cultural signifcance to the town of Burnley. They lie of a triangular site 

bounded by Active Way, the northern bypass, on the west, Church Street, running from the commercial 

centre, on the east, and School Lane and the adjacent River Brun in its steep cutng to the south. 

The site is extremely prominent with major trafc fows passing the building. Fortunately, the Grammar 

School was designed as a landmark and sits very comfortably centre stage. There are signifcant townscape 

buildings facing in all direction: the 1873 Grammar School faces south-west to Active Way, its elevated gable 

end is the focus of School Lane; the 1901 Classroom Wing is a landmark on Church Street; and, a detached 

building defnes the south-east corner. The northern corner became less of a landmark when the pair of 

Russian Guns were removed in 1941. It nevertheless provides an atractive garden but is currently overgrown.

In total, there are fve listed buildings or monuments on the triangular site. The practical eeect is that all 

buildings and structures within the site, including interiors, are protected by listing (See Appendix 2 

Introductory Note). The listed buildings also possess Group Value (GV on list description – Appendix 2) which 

means that the grouping of the listed buildings is an important consideration. 
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Listed Buildings on the Grammar School site (Provided by Lancashire County Council 
MARIO)



There are a further seventeen listed buildings in the immediate vicinity, one of which, St. Peter’s Church, is 

listed Grade II*i.e. as outstanding. Consequently, there is a very high ‘group value’ of listed buildings. This is  

complemented by good quality unlisted buildings, such as the former Sparrow Hawk Hotel and Talbot P.H.

The area is designated as the Top O' Th' Town Conservation Area which brings further heritage considerations 

and controls, for example with regard to advertisements, protecting trees and new development, which 

should preserve or enhance the special character of the conservation area and its setng. Conservation areas 

ofen have appraisals, management plans and Local Plan policies which explain the heritage issues, establish 

policies and guide future developments.
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Listed buildings in the wider vicinity (Provided by Lancashire County Council MARIO)



HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE OF BURNLEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL
The former Grammar School is listed Grade II as BURNLEY COLLEGE ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE (Appendix 2, 

1). The building has been in almost continuous educational use since its construction in 1873-4. 

The previous Grammar School was erected in 1693 on the opposite side of Bank Parade (Appendix 1, Map 1). 

In 1872, the old school was demolished and a large house called  Bank Field erected on the site (Appendix 1, 

Map 2) which was subsequently demolished in the late twentieth century. Eventually, the area made way for 

Active Way, the northern bypass of the town centre. The site of the old school is now marked by trees at the 

modern-day junction of School Lane and Bank Parade, adjacent Active Way (Illustration 1). 

OUTLINE HISTORY UP TO 1873
Many grammar schools came about because the Reformation had closed large numbers of church chantry 

schools which needed replacement. The following historical outline is from Wikipedia, based on the work of 

John Lowe, former Conservation Ofcer of Burnley Borough Council.

In 1552, on the order of Edward VI of England, Chantries were dissolved, eeectively 
closing the Chantry School in Burnley. The lands that had funded the chantry, were 
purchased by some of the wealthy men of the parish and granted to the former chantry 
priests for the rest of their lives. This enabled the chantry school to continue to operate 
for a few more years.

By 1558 it had become obvious that the chantries would not be restored and the men 
urged the endowment of a Free Grammar School, with additional gifs of land and rents. 
On the 1 February 1559, the Habergham deed was sealed marking the beginning of a 
Burnley Grammar School. The Towneley family, along with the Haydock, Habergham, 
Woodrue and Whitacre's, provided the frst founders and governors of the school.

Its frst headmaster was a former chantry priest, Gilbert Fairbank, with lessons initially 
taught at his home next to St Peter's Church. In 1602, one of the governors, John 
Towneley, paid for a new schoolhouse to be built in the churchyard.

There was a dispute throughout the 1680s between the Catholic Towneleys and the 
school’s other, now Anglican governors over the choice of schoolmasters. This resulted in
the building in 1693, by the Anglicans of a new schoolhouse, across the River Brun in an 
area then known as Brown Hill. 

The school seems to have been in decline in second half of the 19th century, even as the 
town rapidly expanded around it. An education commissioner’s report from the late 
1860s showed atendance to be low and the schoolhouse in a poor state. Wealthy 
families shunned the school in favour of distant boarding schools, and several atempts 
to raise funds for a new building failed. During 1871 the Governors of the school agreed 
to allow the representatives of the Town Council and School Board to join them, in return
for fnancial aid. This resulted in the 1874 opening of new school buildings across Bank 
Parade, which can still be seen today.
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GRAMMAR SCHOOL LIBRARY
The pride and joy of Burnley Grammar School was its historic library, which was the most extensive and 

important of all the old Grammar School libraries in Lancashire. It was established in 1728, when Rev’d Henry 

Halstead, Rector of Stansfeld, Sueolk, bequeathed his complete collection of leather bound mostly 

Renaissance volumes. This was quickly augmented by a smaller number from the Rev’d Edmund Townley, 

Rector of Slaidburn.

In 1842, the library contained one thousand and forty-six  volumes, three hundred and sixty-eight of which 

were writen in Greek or Latin. Many were extremely valuable items and Walter Bennet highlights the 

following as being of special interest…

• Erasmus’ New Testament in Greek and Latin, 1535

• Statutes of Queen Mary, 1588

• Hakluyt’s Voyages, 1598

• Stow’s Survey of London, 1603

• The True and Royal History of Elizabeth, 1625

• The Directory of Public Prayer, 1644

• Milton’s Eiconoclasties, 1649

• L’Estrange’s Observator, 1707

Perhaps the most important book of all was, “Lucubratones in omnes Ciceronis Oratoness, published in 1547 

by a famous Venetian printer, Aldus Pius Manutius. It was made for King Edward VI and had the Royal Arms 

with the leters E.R. on each side.

There were also eight folio volumes of late medieval manuscripts which originally belonged to Lawrence 

Halsted, Keeper of the Records at the Tower of London. 

The books were placed upstairs in the south side of the old school buildings of 1693. They were not always 

well looked afer and there is a record of pupils throwing them at one another for amusement! In 1872, when

the old Grammar School was demolished, the books were precariously stored in a room over a shed where  

Burnley Corporation kept its fre engines.

Despite such ill treatment, the library survived largely intact, losing only one percent of its stock over two 

hundred years. In 1873, the design for the new school contained a bespoke library room on the ground foor 

at the south end of the building, the panelling of which was partly made of oak from the old school. In 1876, 

the books were transferred by the school caretaker who slid them out of the Corporation store room window 

along a plank of wood into a cart! When they arrived at the new school, he stacked them on the foor of the 

new library room, where they stayed for two years. Eventually, in 1878, a bookcase was erected and the 

books were cleaned and placed on the shelves. A portrait of the Rev’d Henry Halstead by Sir Godfrey Kneller 

was also hung in the room.

Today the library is in the care of Lancaster University Archives and the full list of books is available online. 

Additional source: “The Old Church and School Libraries of Lancashire”, by Richard Copley Christie, Chetham 

Society 1885
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1870 EDUCATION ACT
The 1870 Education Act, sometimes called the Forster Education Act, was a turning point in Victorian 

education and led to a huge expansion in school building, especially in the larger towns and cities. The act 

permited school boards, where local authorities could fnance school building from the local rates. In 

response, churches and voluntary societies, such as Burnley Grammar School, which had led the building of 

schools for a generation, likewise redoubled their eeorts. Eventually, as education became free and 

compulsory, the local authorities took over many of the Grammar and other independent schools. In this 

regard, Burnley Grammar School was no exception.

The poor state of the 1693 Burnley Grammar School had been an mater of concern for a long time. It had 

been described in the 1860s as “wretched” by a government inspector and its windows were “stueed with 

rags and paper”.  Moreover, it only had 51 pupils when the population of the town had grown to 30,000. 

Nevertheless, the inspector noted  that there was “considerable feeling” for the Grammar School and that if a

new building was erected an atendance of 150 boys could be counted on.

In the 1850s and 60s, there had been two atempts to build a new school building which had failed due to 

lack of funds. The school trustees therefore turned to the Town Council to make their ancient institution more

relevant to the contemporary situation. A deal was struck using arrangements under the Endowed Schools 

Act of 1869, whereby the Council was given the power to elect several school trustees in return for Council 

monies to help build a new school. 

This reconstitution of the governing body took place in 1873 and a plan to rebuild the school was quickly 

drawn up. General Scarlet, of nearby Bank Hall (now Thompson Park) and one the the school’s trustees, 

donated land south of the Burnley “Cannons” for the new building. The two Russian cannon were sited here 

in 1867 and commemorated the Charge of the Heavy Brigade, led by General Scarlet at the Batle of 

Balaclava. (Nb. Walter Bennet states the land was donated by Colonel J. Hargreaves).

The new school was fnally opened in August 1874, two years afer the demolition of the old 1693 building. 

The pupils were taught in temporary accommodation in the upper classroom of the Church Institute during 

this period.

Additional source: Lecture entitled, “The Grammar School, Burnley” by T. T. Wilkinson, April 7th 1870.

THE GRAMMAR SCHOOL - FOUR BUILDINGS
There are four distinct historic buildings that are listed at grade II as BURNLEY COLLEGE ADULT EDUCATION 

CENTRE: 1873 Grammar School; 1901 Classroom Wing; c.1901 Gymnasium; and, 1934 Extension (Appendix 

2).

Unfortunately, no early plans, documents or photographs of the buildings have yet been uncovered. “A 

history of the Grammar School, Burnley” was writen in 1940 by one of its teachers, Walter Bennet. He was 

eeectively Burnley’s ofcial historian, establishing the Burnley Historical Association and writing a large four 

volume history of the town.  However, “A history of the Grammar School, Burnley” records litle in the way of 

detail about the school buildings. Burnley Library has a card index of contemporary newspaper reports and 

some early photographs, so there is an avenue for further research.

The following is based on the writer’s interpretation of the extant features, Ordnance Survey maps, Walter 

Bennet's book and help from local historian, Mr. Ken Spencer, to whom I am especially grateful. Mr. Spencer 

has also writen about the school, which he atended in the 1940’s where he was taught by Bennet.
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The two-storey 1873 school (cover photograph and Illustration 2) was designed by Burnley architect, William 

Angelo Waddington, and built during 1873/4 at a cost of £4,000. On 15 th August 2013, Lancashire Evening 

Telegraph reported…

Councillor Roger Frost, also chairman of Burnley Civic Trust... said: “It is a very good 
building, probably William Waddington’s fnest, and I would not want it to fall into 
disrepair. I hope someone will come along and put it to good use.

The Grammar School is indeed a very fne

building but in terms of the history of

school design, William Angelo

Waddington’s 1873 school has one foot in

the past while  subsequent extensions

refect the rapid change in school design

following the 1870 Education Act. 

Traditional grammar schools, like the 1693

Burnley Grammar School, typically

comprised a single hall or room where the

desks were aligned in rows against the

long-side walls. They faced inwards onto a

central area where the master paced up

and down teaching the children arranged

the youngest at one end and the oldest at

the other. At one particular end, the

master would have his desk adjacent a fre and perhaps a book cupboard. In this way, the master, perhaps 

with an assistant, could teach a large number of children of dieerent ages. 

The 1873 Burnley Grammar School appears to have embraced a larger scale variant this traditional form of 

teaching since it has a very large hall and just two classrooms on the foor below. The hall has a spatially 

delineated 'master's end' with a book cupboard.

Shortly following the 1870 Education Act, the architect, E. R.  Robson, wrote, ‘School Architecture’, a highly 

infuential book which recommended 'class teaching' with classrooms efciently arranged around a central 

assembly hall. Published in 1874, the vast majority of post 1870 schools followed its formula giving rise to the 

classic Victorian school. 

Burnley Grammar School is unusual because despite it being an 1870 Education Act building, it was designed 

and built just prior to Robson's book being published and so represents earlier thinking when specialised 

school design was in its infancy.  In fact, its design is not dissimilar to the town halls and other secular Gothic 

public buildings of the 1860s and 1870s. Consequently, despite its beauty and architectural vigour, the 

Grammar School was soon out-of-date and spent the remainder of its life catching up in the provision of 

classrooms and facilities. The frst tranche of classrooms and a gymnasium came in 1901, then two more in 

1934 while a planned third set of classrooms were abandoned. The 1873 Grammar School also marks the 

arrival of a talented and successful Victorian architect on the Lancashire scene, William Angelo Waddington.
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THE ARCHITECT - WILLIAM ANGELO WADDINGTON (1848-1907)
William Angelo Waddington, who was known as ‘Angelo’, was an immensely talented and humorous man 

whose  personal life was noted for its troubles and family tragedies. He rose above them to become a greatly 

respected architect and architectural historian. 

From his youth, he was a passionate 

archaeologist who studied the historic 

buildings of the East Lancashire area 

from the family home in Padiham. In 

1870, at the age of 22, he published, 

“Architectural sketches on the Calder 

and Ribble in and around Whalleys, a 

book of elaborate copperplate drawings 

of ancient buildings including: Towneley 

Hall; Gawthorpe Hall; Altham Church; 

Whalley Church; Whalley Abbey; 

Ribchester Church; Miton Church; 

Clitheroe Castle; Sawley Abbey and 

Bolton by Bowland Church. 

At the age of 25 in 1873, the year of the 

Grammar School, he established the  

Burnley Literary and Scientic Club, 

using his architectural ofce for many of 

its meetings. He led the club in various 

roles until 1893 and became a leading 

authority on Whalley Abbey and the 

other medieval buildings of the county.

The above illustrates how the Grammar 

School had encouraged an enthusiasm 

for history and heritage in much the 

same way as it did for Walter Bennet 

and Ken Spencer, a century later.

As a youth, Angelo was trained as an 

architect by his father, William 

Waddington (1816-1891), who designed 

many houses, mills and public buildings 

in the area, including St. Leonard’s 

Parish Church, Padiham (1866). William established an ofce on Grimshaw Street, Burnley with his 18 year old

son as an assistant. Seven years later, Angelo designed the Grammar School. He had been a pupil of the 

Grammar School between 1860 and 1864 and it is likely that this connection and his father’s reputation 

secured the commission. It was Angelo’s frst major work of architecture and one which he designed with a 

passion. 
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William Angelo Waddington as illustrated in the 1907 
Transactons of  Burnley Literary and Scientic Club.



The Grammar School commission was quickly followed by the design of a new Burnley Union Workhouse 

(now Burnley General Hospital) a larger but necessarily less inspiring work. Then, in 1874, he designed the 

atractive St. John’s Church, Higham in a Gothic style similar to the Grammar School.  He subsequently 

became noted for his fne church and chapel designs. In 1877, Angelo was formally taken into partnership and

the architectural practice became Waddington and Son, with a new ofce established at 17, St Ann’s Square, 

Manchester, presumably with Angelo at its head  Ultimately, this father and son practice extended across 

much of South Lancashire with many schools and individually styled chapels built in its name. 

Afer his father’s death, Angelo ran the operation on his own until 1900,  when he entered into partnership 

with a much younger architect, Frank Brookhouse Dunkerley (1868-1951) of Bowden, Cheshire. Dunkerley 

was an Arts & Crafs devotee and this new partnership named Waddington, Son and Dunkerley, showed 

Angelo embracing a rising trend in design at the age of 52. His buildings became more sophisticated as he 

embraced the new richer Edwardian styles. Although the 1901 classroom extension and gymnasium of the 

Grammar School could have been designed by this new practice, because of the earlier association, the plain 

utilitarian styling suggests otherwise and it is more likely that the Burnley Corporation architect was the 

designer.
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St. John's Church, Higham (1874) Photo: David Morris



Unfortunately, some of Angelo’s best Burnley buildings have been destroyed. One was Manchester Road 

Methodist Church (1905), which was demolished in the 1970s. It was described by the architectural historian, 

Nikolaus Pevsner, as one of the most prominent churches of Burnley with an individual façade and fne 

slender steeple (which survived demolition). Pevsner also considered the tower of St. John’s, Gannow to be 

excellent but both church and tower were controversially demolished in the 1980s.  A third church, St. 

Mathews, Habergham Eaves was destroyed by fre in 1927 and remodelled when rebuilt.

William Angelo Waddington also designed many buildings outside of Burnley and he was regarded by many as

a Manchester rather than a Burnley architect. Those which survive today include the following... 

• St Mary’s Church, Nelson (1877 and tower 1907, currently at risk)

• Southbank Road Methodist Church, Southport (1887)

• Langley Buildings warehouse, Princess Street, Manchester (1895)

• Barclay's Bank, High Street, Oldham (1896)

• Worsley Four Mill, Egerton Street, Manchester (1896)

• St. John’s Methodist Church, Hindley, near Liverpool (1900)

• Northern Assurance Building, Albert Square, Manchester (1902)

• Victoria Methodist Central Hall, Shefeld (1904)

Afer 1900. the practice of Waddington, Son and Dunkerley became increasingly important and just missed 
out on a series of prestigious commissions. It won second place (out of 75) for its design for the Harrogate 
Municipal Ofces (1902) and was one of twelve architectural practices nominated to produce a design for the 
Manchester New Infrmary, Oxford Road. In 1904, Angelo was one of nine architects chosen to join the fnal 
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Manchester Road Methodist 
Church, Burnley (1905, 
destroyed except for the steeple)

St. John the Baptst Church, Gannow Lane (1880, destroyed)



competition for the prestigious Wesleyan Church House, Westminster, and one of six to design a new Stock 
Exchange for Manchester. 

In January 1906, the partnership ended, despite its success. Angelo died from a chill just over a year later at 
his house in Knutsford, Cheshire. 

At the time of his death, he was a prominent designer of the Manchester region and Burnley’s fnest architect.
Burnley Grammar School had been the frst large scale work of his illustrious career and he was remembered 
by the  Burnley Literary and Scientic Club as someone who had inspired a generation in the arts through his 
earnest vigour and drive, stating, ‘The valley of the Calder has produced few men of genius superior to him’.
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Victoria Methodist Central Hall, Shefeld (1904)

By Chemical Engineer (Own work) [CC BY-SA 4.0 
(https://creatvecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)],, via 
Wikimedia Commons

Langley Buildings warehouse, Princess Street, 
Manchester (1895)

Photo: http://manchesterhistory.net
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Northern Assurance Building, Albert Square, Manchester (1902)
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1873 GRAMMAR SCHOOL
The 1873 building is the principal heritage asset of the grade II listed

school and a is cultural asset of considerable historical, artistic and

community value. Its walls are built of hand-dressed bue-yellow

sandstone with carved mouldings. The style is a blend of Gothic and

late Tudor which was described in the Barrat’s Directory of  1879 as 

15th century style with the characteristc features of collegiate

architecture. 

Architecturally, the Grammar School is a 'staircase and hall' design,

i.e. a large hall on the frst foor reached by an impressive staircase.

Many town and public halls of the 1850s and 60s were of this type,

e.g. Accrington Town Hall. The essence of the architecture lies in the

show-piece hall and a handful of set-piece rooms, where the

character and quality of the room are more important than issues

such as the efciency of circulation.

There is fantasy, skilful composition and medieval ornament,

sometimes with touches of humour. It is a romantic building, drawing

on the tradition of Elizabethan grammar schools while also referencing the preceding Gothic chantry schools. 

The location of the school hall on the frst foor is a nod to medieval guildhalls and the oriel  ‘solar window’ on

the lef hand side gable is another medieval reference. The young Angelo Waddington was showing oe his 

knowledge of historical architecture as well as contemporary Gothic design which, infuenced by John Ruskin’s

writing, preferred compact designs  with strong outlines over the earlier preference for a more picturesque 

quality. 

However, the school was also a practical working building, so that the windows are clear glass to allow 

maximum light  coloured located in the upper areas of the window.

The plan of the 1873 school is based on a traditional Lancashire hall with a main range adjoining a cross wing 

to the lef (like a capital T on its side). The architectural elements are gathered together in the angle of the T, 

in a picturesque concentration which is particularly eeective (Illustration 3). From lef to right they comprise:  

• a large ornamented oriel ‘solar’ widow in the gable of the cross wing with a large lateral chimney 

slightly behind;  

• a two-storey canted staircase bay with three quatrefoil Gothic widows above tiny lancet windows, the

middle one rising to a gablet and steep slated roof; 

• behind this rises a short octagonal  tower with transomed openings leading to gablets and a 

pyramidal slate roof with several metal fnials; and,

• a two-storey gabled entrance porch with a two-centred arched doorway beneath an ornamented 

square hood-mould with carved plaque and a triangular oriel window above, all supported by an 

adjacent butress (just oe the photograph). 

• A sculptured teacher’s head near the door and a carved dragon on the roof, which add a touch of 

humour.
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1892 Ordnance Survey map 
showing the 1873 school



The rest of the façade is plainer and the fenestration comprises transomed windows. The upper windows 

have Tudor or Gothic tracery in their tops, notably the frst foor of the elevated gable end, overlooking School

Lane, which has added ornamentation to refect its strong townscape position (Illustration 4).

The extent of the original 1873 building can be traced in the decorative blue and purple striped fsh-scale slate

roof and its red ridge tiles. The Ordnance Survey 1892 1:500 map shows a narrow extension along the line of 

the 1901 classrooms.  This must have been demolished in 1901 and its function, possibly additional 

classrooms or service space, is not known. A remnant survives, however, represented by the gable at the 

north-western corner near Active Way. Atached to this is a small  1890’s entrance extension and both are 

now used as toilets and service rooms (see Illustration 5 right and Illustration 22).  The extension was carefully

matched to the 1873 building with the same type of dressed stonework and Gothic windows and, without the

evidence of the map, appears to be of the same date as the rest of the 1873 school.

INTERIOR
On the ground foor, the juncture between the two parts of the capital T plan is occupied by a cross passage,  

rather like a Tudor screens passage, connecting the front entrance and staircase to the rear quadrangle. Many

original features of William Waddington’s interior survive and these are protected by the listing, even though 

they may not be included in the list description.

The entrance lobby has an ornamented  door-like opening now bricked up (Illustration 53) which probably 

served as a doorway from the lobby into the headmaster’s study, oe which was the only entrance into the 

library room. In this way, Waddington’s layout protected the valuable book collection. However, perhaps 

constantly guarding the library eventually became too disruptive for the head as a glazed timber partition was

subsequently inserted to allow access to the library from the cross passage.  The two prize giving boards in 

the resulting corridor date from before 1873 and must have been removed from the 1693 school building. Mr.

Ken Spencer says the school had many others in the 1940s. 

The entrance lobby, staircase and cross passage are robustly fnished with fat plastered walls, timber 

panelling and doors and stone foors, steps and corbels. The doors have Gothic hand forged ftngs. A sense 

of unity and rhythm comes from the vertical tongue and groove doors and panelling, the iron balustrade with 

paired spindles and its ornamental newel post. The ceilings have closely spaced lightweight joists which add 

further rhythm.  

In the classrooms, square panelling, heavyweight Gothic beams, corbels and strong simple freplaces add a 

sense of gravitas (Illustrations 56 and 64). The Gothic beams and corbels are reminiscent of those in the 

contemporary Rochdale Town Hall (Illustrations 58 and 59), one of the most romantic of all Gothic Town Halls 

with elaborate painted interiors in rich colours.

The Hall occupies the frst foor . Its arched-braced open timber roof is the architectural highlight of the 

building (Illustration 24). The roof is elegant and beautifully formed with an interesting Y-shaped truss to 

accommodate the T shaped plan (Illustration 29). The master’s end was to the north, where there is a book 

cupboard adjacent the oriel window (Illustration 34). On the eastern side, there is a small projecting room 

(above the cross passage) which may have been a store room or small ofce used by the masters. 

Unfortunately, the open hall was later subdivided into three classrooms by two large glass screens flling the 

upper space of two trusses, blocking views of the open roof (Illustration 25). The screens are very slightly 

dieerent, suggesting they were not put in at exactly the same time. The glass has waves and distortions 
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suggesting it was made by the Fourcault process or a similar vertical draw method. As such glass was 

produced from the early 1900s onwards, the screens were probably installed around 1930 when the school 

desperately needed new classrooms with around 400 pupils. 

Mr. Spencer remembers there being movable partitions in the lower parts of the two screens, so they could 

be opened up for assemblies. One of the partitions has since been removed, making the upper screen 

redundant (Illustration 25). The other moveable partition, at the junction of the capital T, has been replaced 

with a modern stud partition with doors (Illustration 33).

1901 CLASSROOM WING
The new Grammar School was an immediate success and, by 1892, the number of pupils had increased from 

51 to 113.  By 1899, the number of was such that a new wing of class rooms and chemistry and physics 

laboratories was needed. When the wing opened in 1901, girls were also being taught at the school. This 

lasted until 1909 when the separate Burnley High School for Girls was established. The numbers had risen to 

187 by 1910.

In the twenty-seven years between the original building and the 1901 classroom wing, romantic expression in 

architecture was cooling and and grid-like elevations were becoming popular along with plainer 

interpretations of Jacobean styling. The 1901 extension follows this trend and is a more sober and functional 

building than the original school, with large windows and modern functional Yorkshire Point stonework. 

The emphasis was on securing practical north-light, so high ceilings and large windows illuminate the ground 

foor and roof-lights are set above open roofs on the frst foor. The corridor and staircase lie along the sunny 

south side. However, borrowed sunlight could reach the classrooms via large internal windows between the 

classrooms and corridor.  

When viewed from the north, the length of the extension is disguised by two large trees in the garden, so that

only the ends are visible. The western end is the most picturesque and successfully connects to the 1873 

School with a lateral chimney stack being a unifying feature (Illustration 5). 

However, the Sixth Form Room, at the eastern end overlooking Church Street is the true architectural focus. 

Here large transomed windows lie beneath gables on three elevations. Facing the road, a gabled frst foor 

middle bay, with a plaque, projects outwards on corbels (Illustration 6). When viewed from lower down on 

Church Street, the long perimeter wall leads the eye up to the gabled structure (Illustration 11).  It is similarly 

the focal point of the quadrangle, where an adjacent gable over the main staircase further strengthens the 

composition (Illustration 7).

INTERIOR
Inside are two foors with classrooms and a lecture room on the ground foor) and chemistry and physics 

laboratories and the sixth form room on the frst.  The king-post roof structures (Illustration 69) and in the 

design of the blackboards and fume cupboards (Illustration 71) on the frst foor have a lightweight quality, 

showing the infuence of Japonaiserie and art nouveau then currently fashionable.  They are the principal 

relief to the otherwise functional qualities of the rooms. In a few places, where not painted, a high quality 

brown glazed brickwork is visible (Illustration 75). It is possible that such brickwork, perhaps with a 

complementary colour, was widely used to give the interior durable coloured surfaces.
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C.1901 GYMNASIUM
This single storey building frst appears on the same map as the 1901 extension and is likely to have been built

around the same time. Mr. Ken Spencer confrmed the building was the school’s gymnasium. The architectural

style and materials are broadly the same as the 1901 Classroom Wing but the details are simpler (Illustration 

9).  For example, the windows have mullions only, rather than mullions and transoms, and this may have been

a reference to the building’s considered lower status. 

In townscape terms, the gymnasium is important for defning the prominent southern corner of the site and 

being the visual link to the 1873 building on School Lane (Illustration 10) and the 1901 Classroom Wing on 

Church Street (Illustration 11). Despite being single storey the building is surprisingly strong in the townscape.

The extreme corner is occupied by a disused lavatory and a tiny garden, which is somewhat overgrown.

INTERIOR
The gymnasium has an open two bay shed-like interior supported by a central column. A suspended ceiling 

hides the underside of the roof except for one part, which is atractively over-boarded. The window and sill 

detailing is atractive.

1934 EXTENSION
By 1930, those atending the school had reached 400. Two more classrooms were built in 1934 to help 

accommodate the numbers which by 1939 had further risen to 471. The school was constantly struggling for 

space. In the 1940s as a pupil, Mr. Ken Spencer personally experienced its lack of facilities. Writing in “Burnley

Grammar School 1939–46, Some Notes and Memoriess (2003), he said...

One great weakness of the Grammar School was its totally inadequate accommodation: 
woodwork was at the old St. James’s School on Bethesda Street in winter and at the 
College in summer; physics and art were at the college; some outlying classes were at 
‘Ebenezer’ up Colne Road; the playing felds were at Harle Syke and Towneley. A new 
school was on the cards as early as 1928. 

The school coped in this manner until 1959, when the restricted site and facilities fnally resulted in a move to

completely new buildings at the other side of Burnley. The 1934 extension thus marks the end point in the 

development of this Grammar School site.

Compared to the brash utilitarianism of the 1901 Classroom Wing, the 1934 Extension has a sensitive and 

sophisticated architectural expression. The civilised Neo-Georgian had replaced the Gothic and Jacobean 

styles. Architectural ornament, already on the decline in 1901, was replaced with functional elegance in 

features such as doors, windows and rainwater hoppers. 

This aesthetic modesty allowed the extension to successfully ft into its awkward location adjacent the earlier 

buildings while also setng oe, the eastern focal point of the 1901 Classroom Wing (Illustration 7).  Its single 

storey design, with fat roofs each side of a receding hipped roof, means its does not visually obstruct the 

earlier buildings while also claiming the mid-space of the quadrangle, drawing the eye away from the plain 

rear elevations towards its principal architectural feature, the two large east-facing windows. These are 

beautifully detailed with a Japanese grid-like aesthetic combined with a classical tripartite arrangement of the
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horizontal rails. In this way the extension unifes the rear elevations into a successful architectural whole 

(Illustration 8). 

The two connecting wings are very plain with neo-Georgian style windows and hoppers and reinforced 

concrete fat roofs behind parapets. Though small and modest, the extension is an example of sensitive and 

high quality architectural design. 

INTERIOR
The 1934 Extension has a near symmetrical ‘back corridor’ plan, the corridor projecting at both ends of the 

classrooms. Mr. Ken Spencer remembers the interior as two classrooms, though now they have been knocked 

into one badly proportioned low space, while the corridor is blocked for part of its length. The classroom 

interior is dominated by the two large windows with a line of high windows on the rear wall.

WALL AND RAILINGS
Although the railings and gate were designed as part of the 1873 School, they are separately listed in their 

own right as RAILINGS, GATE PIERS AND GATE TO BURNLEY COLLEGE ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE (Appendix 2, 

2). The high wall that faces Church Street and School Lane are not part of this listing but are listed as part of 

the Grammar School.

The railings and gateway were erected by William Waddington as part of the 1873 Grammar School. They 

comprise a low sandstone rubble wall with a chamfered stone coping, gate piers and cast-iron railings and 

gates. They run along the west side of the site and wrap around the southern corner (Illustration 4) and the 

northern triangular garden area (Illustration 18). In places they are becoming swallowed up by the adjacent 

planting, which is atractive but getng out of hand.

Opposite the main entrance of the 1873 Grammar School, there are two Gothic-style gate piers with 

pyramidal tops and bratshing (Illustration 12). The gates and railings are distinctive with iron bars atractively

topped with Tudor rose medallions (Illustration 13). 

The railings a running around the triangular garden are of a dieerent design with spike fnials (Illustration 14) 

and these are likely to date from 1867 when the ‘Cannons’ were installed. The original line of the railings was 

shortened and amended slightly to allow Active Way to bypass the site but this is now not evident.

GARDEN TO THE NORTH
As a consequence of the construction of Active Way, the triangular garden is now smaller than it used to be. 

Nevertheless, its role as sanctuary for the relics of ancient Burnley has continued. 

The garden contains the following monuments…

• Medieval St. Paulinus Market Cross, Listed Grade II as CROSS OF ST PAULINUS IN GARDEN OF 

BURNLEY COLLEGE ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE (Appendix 2, 3). This is believed to have been erected 

when Burnley received its Market Charter in 1294 (Illustration 15) although “Buildings of England 

Lancashire: Norths (2009) by Clare Hartwell and Nikolaus Pevsner place it earlier as 11th century.

•  1617 Market Cross and Stocks, Listed grade II as MARKET CROSS AND STOCKS IN GARDEN OF 

BURNLEY COLLEGE OF ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE, BANK PARADE (Appendix 2, 4). This was the 
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replacement market cross but the shaf has been lost. The old Tudor stocks were made around 1532 

and were last used in 1865, a few years prior to the erection of the 1873 Grammar School. The upper 

parts have been lost (Illustration 16)

• Shorey Well, Listed Grade II as SHOREY WELL IN GARDEN OF BURNLEY COLLEGE ADULT EDUCATION 

CENTRE, BANK PARADE (Appendix 2, 5). The well, which was adjacent the River Brun, was the only 

water supply for the original setlement of Burnley (Illustration 17). 

• The plaque and bases for the Russian Guns captured at the Charge of the Heavy Brigade lie in the tip 

of the triangle, where Active Way meets Church Street. The guns were melted down in 1941 for the 

war eeort (Illustration 18). A castellated retaining wall runs behind the bases, separating them from 

the remainder of the garden.

Several trees were planted around the time Active Way was constructed but these now obscure the 

monuments and some thinning out is needed, along with grass removal and general maintenance (Illustration

19).
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PLANNING CONTEXT

BURNLEY LOCAL PLAN 2006
The Burnley Local Plan proposals map (below) shows the boundary of the Top O' Th' Town Conservation Area 

(blue doted line) and the other planning proposals near the site. The planning policies which aeect the 

Grammar School site are shown on the second map. However, Burnley has a new emerging Local Plan. The 

Proposed Submission Local Plan was submited to the Secretary of State on 20 July 2017 (see following 

section).  The relevant Burnley Local Plan policies, E10, E12, E21 and E22 are quoted below. 

BUILT ENVIRONMENT

E10 – ALTERATIONS, EXTENSIONS, CHANGE OF USE AND DEVELOPMENT AFFECTING 
LISTED BUILDINGS

The Council will not permit proposals which adversely aeect the character, architectural 
or historic interest of a Listed Building, or its setng. Proposals will only be permited 
where they:

    retain and repair features of architectural or historic interest;

    use appropriate materials and traditional working practices;

    have no adverse eeect on the setng of the building, including trees, walls, gardens, 
and any other structure or object within the curtilage of the building;

    make provision for the appropriate recording of any architectural or historic features 
that are to be removed during repair or alteration; and

    are appropriate in terms of siting, size, scale and design of any extension.

E12 – DEVELOPMENT IN, OR ADJACENT TO, CONSERVATION AREAS

The Council will preserve and enhance the character of the Borough’s Conservation 
Areas, shown on the Proposals Map.

Where permission for new development and/or alterations to buildings in the 
Conservation Areas is required, permission will only be granted when the following 
criteria are satisfed:

    the proposal respects the character of the Conservation Area in terms of quality, siting,
detailing, height, scale, materials, landscaping and external appearance;

    the proposal will enhance the streetscape and retain historic street paterns and 
materials, avoiding the creation of a gap in an established frontage, or the inclusion of 
inappropriate buildings or features which detract from the townscape features that make
the Conservation Area special;
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    signifcant views into and out of the Conservation Area are safeguarded;

    the proposal does not lead to the loss of open space, trees or other landscape features
which contribute to the area; and

    the proposal does not generate levels of trafc and parking which would be 
detrimental to the character or appearance of the area.

E21 – GATEWAYS AND THROUGH ROUTES

Development adjoining or visible from the gateways and through routes identifed on the
Proposals Map will be permited when it is of good quality design and enhances its 
surroundings by: 

    the use of traditional and local materials, or suitable artifcial alternatives;

    the provision of suitable and appropriate landscaping;

    appropriate siting, scale and quality of signage and advertising;

    the need to give priority to pedestrians, cyclists and public transport in design and 
trafc management; and

    where appropriate the inclusion of public art, see Environment Policy E22 – “Public 
Art”.

E22 – PUBLIC ART

When dealing with applications for large-scale (over 750sq. metres) or prominent 
development at gateways or along through-routes the Council will require projects to 
include works of Public Art. This will be secured either by a unilateral undertaking by the 
applicant or via a Section 106 Agreement.

The Council will require at least one percent of the capital budget of a building to be put 
aside for commissioning new works by artists and crafspeople, e.g. stained glass, 
tapestries, photographs, sculpture, murals, tiling and paving design. The total percentage
may vary depending on the size and scale of the building or the nature or location of the 
project. 
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Burnley Local Plan Proposals Map (Provided by Burnley Borough Council website)

Policies that impact upon the Grammar School site (Provided by Burnley Borough Council website)



NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK (NPPF) SECTION 12 
The Natonal Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) Secton 12 - Conserving and enhancing the historic 

environment, sets the national planning policy context. The relevant paragraphs state…

128. In determining applications, local planning authorities should require an applicant 
to describe the signifcance of any heritage assets aeected, including any contribution 
made by their setng. The level of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ 
importance and no more than is sufcient to understand the potential impact of the 
proposal on their signifcance.

131. In determining planning applications, local planning authorities should take account 
of:

● ● the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the signifcance of heritage assets and 
putng them to viable uses consistent with their conservation;

● ● the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to 
sustainable communities including their economic vitality; and

● ● the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local character
and distinctiveness.

132. When considering the impact of a proposed development on the signifcance of a 
designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation. The 
more important the asset, the greater the weight should be. Signifcance can be harmed 
or lost through alteration or destruction of the heritage asset or development within its 
setng. As heritage assets are irreplaceable, any harm or loss should require clear and 
convincing justifcation. Substantial harm to or loss of a grade II listed building, park or 
garden should be exceptional…

134. Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the 
signifcance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the 
public benefts of the proposal, including securing its optimum viable use.

BURNLEY LOCAL PLAN: SUBMISSION DOCUMENT (MARCH 2017)
The above Local Plan and its policies are in the process of being replaced. The new plan accommodates the 

new NPPF approach and the following is the incoming heritage policy most relevant to the scheme.

Policy HE2:   Designated Heritage Assets: 

1) Proposals aeecting designated heritage assets and/or their setngs will be assessed 
having regard to the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the signifcance of the asset 
and, where appropriate, securing a viable use most consistent with its conservation. All 
levels of harm should be avoided.

Less than Substantial Harm (i.e. Harm)
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2) Where proposals would lead to less than substantial harm to the signifcance of a 
designated heritage asset, or its setng, the harm will be weighed against the public 
beneft of the proposal, including securing its optimum viable use. 

3) In order to avoid harm to signifcance, proposals for works of alterations and 
extensions to a listed building or within a conservation area or historic park and garden 
will be expected to: 

a) Conserve, and where appropriate repair or reinstate, those elements that contribute 
to the signifcance of the heritage asset including its design, character, architectural 
features of interest, appearance, structure and principal components; 

b) Use traditional, local materials and respect local building techniques and details; 

c) Respect existing hard and sof landscape features including open space, trees, 
boundary treatments (railings and gates) and surfacing; Respect layout and historic 
paterns of development including street paterns, characteristics of grain, plot 
boundaries and frontage widths; 

4) In order to avoid harm to signifcance, development aeecting the setng of a 
designated heritage asset will be expected to:

a) Maintain the aspects of the setng which contribute to its signifcance, including views
into and out of it and the general relationship between the asset and the character of 
the surrounding landscape or townscape; and 

b) Respect the character of existing architecture by having due regard to positioning and 
grouping of buildings, roofscapes and skylines, form, scale, enclosure, architectural 
styles, detailing, and use traditional or complimentary materials.
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PLANNING PROPOSALS
The submited planning and listed building consent proposals are a thoughtul implementation of the above 

planning policies, bearing in mind the heritage signifcance and setng of the Grammar School. The applicant 

is seeking both to sensitively convert the Grammar School to an exciting new use, which is not so far removed

from its long time educational role, while also undertaking much needed repair and restoration work. It is felt 

that Policy E22 concerning public art would be met by the specialist conservation works proposed in the 

section below.

No substantal or less than substantal harm is planned with regard to the character of the listed buildings. On

the other hand, much good is proposed to restore both the fortune and fabric of the listed buildings. The 

physical interventions are  targeted at the utilitarian interior spaces while the character of the overtly 

architectural rooms of the 1873 school will be conserved over and above their present condition. 

Nevertheless, it is possible that some necessary alterations might be considered harmful in a small way. Their 

impact has been kept to a minimum through careful design and by accommodating the advice of Burnley 

Borough Council Conservation Ofcer and Growth Lancashire’s Conservation Ofcer (the writer of this 

statement). Any perceived ‘less than substantial harm’ should be weighed against the considerable public 

beneft of the proposed conversion and restoration, including securing an optimum viable use for empty 

listed buildings which might otherwise shortly become ‘at risk’. 

CONSERVATION ISSUES
Despite having been vacant for several years, the buildings appear to be in good condition following many 

years of college use. However, it should not be assumed that this will continue indefnitely without a new use 

being found. The grounds have become overgrown and, if a ‘neglected air’ takes hold, a rapid spiral of decline

could ensue, for example through lead thef, vandalism and arson. It is therefore imperative that the reuse 

and conservation of the school buildings are not delayed. During the period of establishing the new use, the 

maintenance of the grounds and security of the buildings should be a high priority.

1873 GRAMMAR SCHOOL
The 1873 Grammar School building is the most signifcant of those listed and its conversion and ftng out 

needs careful consideration. Its unique appearance oeers considerable marketing potential to  businesses 

associated with the technology sector, where there is a long-standing cultural relationship between Gothic 

romance and computer technology/communication.  

Of the four school buildings, the 1873 Grammar School deserves further architectural study to establish in 

more detail the original layout and design of the building. It is possible that the original plans survive in the 

archives of the College or Burnley Council Building Control service.

While the stonework is in relatively good condition, aggressive abrasive cleaning in the past has resulted in 

some problems. In particular, some small external sculptures, such as the master’s head adjacent the main 

entrance, have deteriorated. They should be looked at by a specialist stone sculpture conservator for possible 

consolidation treatment.

There are two straightorward conservation interventions to be undertaken to improve the exterior...
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• Selective masonry repairs using matching sandstone and lime-based mortars, especially to exposed 

walls and chimneys.

• Sympathetic replacement of the modern window frames and glass with slim profle double glazing, 

while repairing original stained glass. Where stained glass has faded, it will be retained rather than 

replaced.

Historical paint analysis would establish the school’s original interior decoration and colour scheme. The 

particular Gothic styling of the interior was sometimes accompanied with bespoke decoration using strong 

colours and paterns. The most famous comparative example, Rochdale Town Hall, was inaugurated around 

the same time, in 1871, and has the most lively and expensive of Gothic decorative schemes (Illustration 59). 

While nothing comparable with Rochdale should be expected, since the cost of the Grammar School was only 

£4,000, the four year delay in locating the historic library might, for example, indicate that a decorative 

scheme at least in that room was undertaken. An historical paint analysis, perhaps in two stages, could guide 

the subsequent redecoration of the 1873 Grammar School following conversion. The frst stage might survey 

the main hall and the library. If this produces useful results, more samples could be taken in other rooms. The 

reinstatement of an historical colour scheme might also invigorate the interior in a way that the present 

anaemic colours do not, especially if combined with interesting furniture and ftngs.

In addition to the above, a series of internal conservation interventions should also be considered...

• Reseat the Victorian radiators onto the foor in a coherent scheme and replace of out-of-keeping 

modern radiators with an appropriate design (Illustration 28).

• Remove modern paint to a conservation standard and re-varnish the red over-painted doors and 

white painted cross passage screen (Illustrations 65 and 48) and similar surfaces.

• Remove modern paint to internal stonework, such as windows, freplaces, beams and corbels, to a 

conservation standard.

• Replace modern styled doors with sympathetic designs.

• Remove and relocate cables, junction boxes and other equipment away from prominent surfaces and 

features. Use mineral insulated copper (MICC) sheathed power cables in prominent locations.

• Treat internal signing extremely carefully with regard to design and siting.

1901 CLASSROOM WING
The conservation of the external stonework is similar to the 1873 school.

Whereas the 1873 Grammar School is a somewhat rare building, the utilitarian classroom wing is relatively 

common and does not require any out of the ordinary research or study of its architecture or history. 

Decoration and furniture should be atractive, though no especially historic in style, and many improvements, 

such as removing suspended ceilings and inappropriate trunking and repairing lath and plaster surfaces are 

obvious.

The original screens, doors, blackboards, fume cupboards etc. should be retained and repaired. Consideration

should be given to exposing areas of glazed bricks where these are in good condition. Signs and notices 

should be well designed and not proliferate.
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C.1901 GYMNASIUM
The Gymnasium in the south corner is important for townscape reasons and should be retained as an anchor 

to the corner of the site. Its detailed reuse and conservation is similar to that of the 1901 building. The 

interior oeers an interesting open fexible space provided the suspended ceiling is removed and the timber-

clad ceiling is re-exposed (Illustrations 79 and 80).  The details of period windows, doors and surfaces should 

be conserved where possible.

1934 EXTENSION
The focus of this building is on the two very large windows which should be carefully conserved, along with 

the other period windows and features. The interior is plain and without great signifcance, though rebuilding 

the party wall to recreate two classrooms would create beter internal proportions. Also, the rear corridor 

should be reinstated, so that the simple planning becomes evident.

GROUNDS
The grounds of the School have historically been well maintained, though not so recently. They should need 

litle change, provided basic maintenance is undertaken in the meantime. 

The triangular garden to the north requires thinning out of trees, which are overgrowing the listed 

monuments, and the restoration of hard and sof foorscape surfaces by a suitably qualifed garden 

designer/horticulturist who should also design a garden management plan.

The shape and location of the present college sign is very poor and detracts from the most impressive 

architecture of the 1873 Grammar School. It should be removed and future sign should be smaller and 

located on the opposite side of the gateway entrance, where the façade behind is plainer. The sign should not 

have a horizontal emphasis as Gothic is a vertical art form.

Reduce the size of perimeter shrubs and so that they do not obscure the building and perimeter wall/railings.

GATE AND RAILINGS
The railings should be inspected for possible repairs and repainted in a single colour without highlighting 

specifc ornamental features. “Invisible Green” is the traditional colour for such railings. 

MONUMENTS
The monuments appear to be in good condition, though adjacent surfaces are overgrown. Any detailed repair 

or conservation work should be considered by a conservator as part of the scheme for the garden. 

Appropriate interpretation, perhaps panels fxed to the railings, would engage the public with the heritage 

contained in the garden. 

PROPOSED ALTERATIONS
The project architect, Ivan Wilson, is an Accredited Architect in Building Conservation and thus appropriately 

qualifed and experienced undertake the above conservation works and to design and supervise the proposed

alterations to the buildings discussed here. The proposals have also been shaped by suggestions made by the 

Growth Lancashire Conservation Ofcer, the writer of this statement. 
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The Grammar School is made up of three distinct but connecting phases. Each is built roughly thirty years 

apart and representing the design of its era. This clear phasing is an aspect of the listed building’s character 

and the alterations have therefore been designed to add another architectural phase, albeit a small one, 

which will address the problems of access and circulation. The phased character of the listed building will thus

be respected and the long-term viability enhanced.  

The robust character of all the rooms means that modern technical services and furniture can be 

accommodated provided they are sensitively designed. 

PROPOSED STAIR, LIFT AND ATRIUM
A characteristic of Victorian and Edwardian design  is a strong dieerentiation between the front and rear, 

where the rear accommodates the functional and aesthetic compromises of the design. As a consequence, 

rear elevations are generally of low architectural value. This is true for the school where  its three phases 

come together very awkwardly and on dieerent levels so that the only connection between the 1873 school 

and the 1901 and 1934 extensions is a single outside passageway enclosed by a modern timber and glass 

lean-to structure. The connections are so poor that the building's commercial fexibility and viability would be 

put at risk if the defciency was not addressed. 

The proposed stairs, atrium and lif at the rear would replace the modern lean-to  structure. It provides an 

economical architectural solution which adds to the character and interest of the building in a location of litle

architectural interest. Linking the two foors with fights of stairs under a large roof will provide a sense of 

place where, at the moment, there is none. The atrium will lead to a lif providing access to the frst foor hall. 

The atrium would be mostly hidden, tucked away at the rear behind the 1934 extension (Illustrations 7 and 8).

The lif would only be prominent in the narrow view of the rear from School Lane. The structures would be 

constructed mostly of glass. 

1873 SCHOOL
The  approach to the 1873 building, which is the fnest of the four, aims primarily for conservation and 

restoration but with some alteration to allow disabled access and connectivity with the extensions. 

The presently subdivided frst foor Hall will be restored to almost its original form with an option to turn it 

into two spaces when required by reusing one of two old glazed screen partitions (Illustration 32) which once 

subdivided the hall into three classrooms. The present solid partition below the screen will make way for 

folding doors allowing the hall to be used as a single space. The other screen will be carefully removed on the 

grounds that it unacceptably spoils the character of the long part of the hall (Illustrations 25 and 26). In this 

way, a compromise will be achieved which restores the hall as originally envisaged, preserves one of the 

partition screens (and thus the narrative of how the school met changing educational requirements) while 

creating a fexible hall which can be used either as one or two spaces independently. 

The other areas of historical fabric to be removed are...

• Sufcient external masonry to allow two doorways to be inserted for wheelchair and other access 

between the hall and the ground foor via the lif.

• Sufcient internal masonry to allow a doorway oe the staircase landing  which would allow a beter 

restoration and more fexible use of the hall, removing the present lobby. It would mirror the historic 

opening on the opposite side of the hall and give direct access to the secondary function space. The 
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book cupboard on the wall adjacent, will be moved to the other side of the oriel window 

(Illustrations 33 and 34).

The screen partition in the ground foor cross passage blocks wheelchair access and may not be in its original 

location. To remedy this, it will be moved slightly forward and carefully modifed to provide sufcient width to

allow wheelchairs to pass through the centre of the screen.

The existing single lavatory at the top of the stairs will be modifed into male and female w.c.. The existing 

timber door (Illustration 41) will be retained in the alteration and the internal panel retained in a modifed 

form.

Other proposed works relate to like-for-like replacements for the existing modern windows, using heritage 

style double glazing instead of single glazing, the sensitive installation of servicing and the appropriate repair 

and decoration of internal and external surfaces as outlined in the previous section. 

An historical paint analysis will guide the redecoration of the 1873 Grammar School following conversion as as

outlined in the previous section.

1901 CLASSROOM WING, GYMNASIUM & 1934 EXTENSION
The 1901 Classroom Wing has a simplifed mostly utilitarian character to its exterior and interior. It can 

accommodate alteration much more easily than the 1873 school but this will be done sensitively, 

nevertheless. It is also intended to preserve its character as much as possible, retaining original doors, 

partitions and other features.

From the playground car park, the large mullioned and transomed windows at the Church Street end draw 

the eye to a focal-point gable (Illustrations 7 and 8) and it is therefore proposed to enhance this by locating a 

new entrance and lobby in the lower window. This will be achieved by modifying the existing stonework and 

ramping up from the playground car park. The internal foor level will also be raised to facilitate wheel chair 

access through the building. The stone sill and two mullions that will be removed will be located in a suitable 

place beneath the foor level to allow reinstatement should the entrance and foor be reversed in the future. 

The former laboratories on the top foor open to trussed glazed roofs with very high foor to ceiling distances 

(Illustrations 69 and 70). The former sixth form room is similar but with large windows instead of a glazed 

roof. It is proposed to insert a series of balconies to maximise the foorspace of these rooms and allow an 

enjoyable architectural experience of the trusses and areas of glazing. In this way, the architectural qualities 

of the rooms will be enhanced with a more interesting spacial organisation. Increasing the foorspace in this 

way creates viable units and eases the pressure for foorspace in the more signifcant 1873 school, allowing it 

to be conserved more fully. 

It is also proposed to move the interesting period blackboard/screen structure (Illustration 71) from the small 

to the large laboratory, i.e. on the opposite side of the wall, since an identical fxture has been lost here (the 

outline is discernible in the paintwork) and the setng in the room is much beter for the feature to be seen 

The fume cupboards will also be preserved.

The  internal surfaces comprise emulsion paint over brickwork, plaster and timber (Illustration 73). A colour 

scheme will be designed to complement the interior spaces. This may include exposing areas of underlying 

glazed brick work, if it is found to be in good physical condition and aesthetically atractive (Illustration 75).
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A small part of the Gymnasium has previously been demolished and this will be rebuilt to provide toilets for 

the proposed Annexe Café, thereby  restoring the symmetry of the façade facing the playground car park. The 

internal foor level will be raised to that of the car park, thus allowing wheelchair access. It is a functional 

space which can accommodate signifcant intervention without loss of character.

The 1934 Classroom extension will be restored internally by removing modern partitions and reinstating the 

division between the classrooms. The two large Japanese inspired windows will be repaired and re-glazed.
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EXTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHS 
NB. All photographs by David Morris
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Illustraton 1: Site of the 1693 Elizabethan Grammar School
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Illustraton 2: 1873 Grammar School building
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Illustraton 3: The main architectural elements picturesquely gathered together
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Illustraton 4: The gable of the 1873 School is a striking feature on School Lane
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Illustraton 5: Western end of 1901 Classroom Wing adjoining the 1873 building

Illustraton 6: Eastern end focal point of 1901 Classroom Wing, the sixth form room was 
on the irst foor
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Illustraton 7: 1934 Extension leads the eye to the two gables of the 1901 Classroom Wing

Illustraton 8: 1934 Extension uniies the architectural compositon at the rear
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Illustraton 10: View along School Lane from the c.1901 Gymnasium to the 1873 School

Illustraton 9: c.1901 Gymnasium from School Lane
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Illustraton 11: View along Church Street from the c.1901 Gymnasium to the 1901  Wing
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Illustraton 12: The main gate piers, gates and railings to the 1873 School

Illustraton 13: The railings are topped by round medallions

Illustraton 14: The railings around the garden are topped by spike inials
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Illustraton 15: Medieval St. Paulinus Market Cross of 1294
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Illustraton 16: 1617 Market Cross and 1532 Stocks

Illustraton 17: Shorey Well
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Illustraton 18: Plaque and bases for the two Russian Guns with enclosing railings

Illustraton 19: Trees now dominate the triangular garden and the monuments are lost
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Illustraton 20: Main entrance doorway to the 1873 school
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Illustraton 21: Deteriorated master's head sculpture at the end of the drip 
mould
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Illustraton 22: Small 1890s entrance extension (lef) added to the 1873 gable (right)
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Illustraton 23: View of St. Peter's Church from one of the two 
south-west facing windows of the hall
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Illustraton 24: Open roof arch-braced trusses of the Hall facing south-west
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Illustraton 25: Hall looking south-west from the dividing partton showing the 
upper screen of the removed partton

Illustraton 26: T-shaped Hall looking north-east towards the dividing partton
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Illustraton 27: South-east corner window of the Hall has been converted to a ire escape

Illustraton 28: Modern and traditonal radiators are found throughout the 1873 school
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Illustraton 29: Y-shaped arch-braced truss above the top part of the T-shaped Hall
to accommodate the change in roof directon

Illustraton 30: Northern top part of the T-shaped Hall, facing south-west with the 
dividing partton lef and oriel window overlooking Actve Way centre
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Illustraton 31: Northern top part of the T-shaped Hall, facing north-east with 
the dividing partton right (of the picture)
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Illustraton 33: Lower part of the dividing partton of the T-shaped Hall

Illustraton 32: Upper part of the dividing partton of the T-shaped Hall
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Illustraton 35: twenteth century black board on the end wall of the hall

Illustraton 34: Original book cupboard on the south-west wall
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Illustraton 36: View south-west from the Hall entrance to the landing and staircase 
tower
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Illustraton 37: Stair balustrade with paired spindles

Illustraton 38: Gothic windows to staircase tower overlooking Actve Way
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Illustraton 39: Robust materials of the staircase and landing

Illustraton 40: Looking upwards into the inaccessible spire from the landing
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Illustraton 41: Lavatory door of the landing at the top of the stairs. Similar 
doors are found throughout the 1873 school.
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Illustraton 42: Staircase looking north-east to Hall door
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Illustraton 43: Newel post at the bottom of the staircase
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Illustraton 44: The staircase leads to the cross-passage
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Illustraton 45: Looking south-west from the cross passage towards the staircase
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Illustraton 46: Wooden door and screen at the end of the cross passage.
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Illustraton 47: Structured inside face of the tongue and groove external 
door
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Illustraton 48: Looking back towards the staircase.
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Illustraton 49: The inside face of the main door to the school
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Illustraton 50: Timber joist ceilings are repeated throughout the ground foor
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Illustraton 51: To the lef of the entrance is a window looking 
out onto St. Peter's Church
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Illustraton 52: To the right of the door is a doorway leading to the cross 
passage
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Illustraton 53: Opposite is a blocked up ornamental doorway which would 
have connected with the Headmaster’s room behind 
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Illustraton 54: The screened corridor was originally part of the 
Headmaster’s room
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Illustraton 55: One of two boards that came from the old 
school
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Illustraton 56: The of-centre ireplace had a fue which went sideways over the arched 
alcove into the wall

Illustraton 57: The large number of cupboards in the Headmaster’s room
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Illustraton 58: Beams with stop ends sit on corbels in all the ground foor rooms

Illustraton 59: Extremely elaborate decoraton on similar beams in the Mayor's 
Parlour, Rochdale Town Hall (photo: Andy Marshall)
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Illustraton 60: The screened corridor looking south-east towards the 
Library room
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Illustraton 61: The Library room is similar in style but with a diferent design of 
ireplace

Illustraton 62: Library looking northwards to the screened corridor
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Illustraton 64: Adjacent north-eastern classroom with corner ireplace, built in book 
cupboard and two beams set on king mullions.

Illustraton 63: The north-west classroom of the cross passage
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Illustraton 65: The door style changes in the corridor
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Illustraton 66: This is a surviving  part of the service wing which 
was demolished for the 1901 extension.
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Illustraton 67: 1901 Classroom Wing top corridor
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Illustraton 68: Looking back to an original outside door
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Illustraton 69: Elegant roof trusses on the irst foor chemistry and physics laboratories

Illustraton 70: Physics laboratory
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Illustraton 71: Blackboard, screen pelmet and fume cupboard
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Illustraton 72: View to St. Peter's Church from the staircase
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Illustraton 73: Ground foor corridor adjacent the stairs
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Illustraton 74: Large classrooms

Illustraton 75: Glazed brick surface
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Illustraton 76: 1934 Classroom Extension large windows

Illustraton 77: Rear strip window
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Illustraton 78: View from main window
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Illustraton 79: Former Gymnasium showing 
original boarded ceiling

Illustraton 80: Former Gymnasium



APPENDIX 1 – MAPS AND AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH
(Nb. All maps provided by Lancashire County Council MARIO)

(Provided by Lancashire County Council MARIO)Map 1 1848 Ordnance Survey Six Inch map 

MAP 2 1894 ORDNANCE SURVEY TWENTY-FIVE INCH MAP 
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MAP 3 ORDNANCE SURVEY CURRENT MAP

MAP 4 RECENT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH
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APPENDIX 2 – LIST DESCRIPTIONS OF LISTED BUILDINGS

INTRODUCTORY NOTE
Listed buildings are graded II, II* or I. Grade II buildings form about 92% of listed buildings with the grade I 

and II* listings considered to be “outstanding listed buildings”. All the listed buildings on the former Grammar 

School site are listed Grade II.

The leters GV next to the grading means that the listed building has group value with other listed buildings 

nearby and these should also be taken into account in any assessments or decision making. All the buildings 

on the site possess Group Value.

What is listed and thus protected is not straight forward. First, the text of the list description is not a 

comprehensive account of what features are listed. It merely describes features for the aid of identifcation 

and sometimes an explanation. Early list descriptions were very short, ofen just a line or two, whereas 

modern ones are considerably longer. Secondly, any omission from the list description of a feature does not 

indicate that it is not of interest. Thirdly, while the list entry identifes the principal building , objects, 

structures and buildings afxed to the listed building or within its curtilage may also be protected. Finally, 

some aspects or features might be of interest for non-aesthetic reasons, such as the layout of the building 

having historical interest.

Trees are not protected by listing. They are protected either by being in a Conservation Area (the case with 

the former Grammar School) or by a Tree Preservation Order (TPO).

1 - BURNLEY COLLEGE ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE
SD8433SW BANK PARADE 906-1/10/10 (East side) 29/09/77 Burnley College Adult Education Centre (Formerly

Listed as: BANK PARADE (East side) Old Grammar School)

GV II 

Grammar school, now adult education centre. 1873. By William Waddington (dated 1873 over doorway); 

enlarged 1901 and 1934. Sandstone ashlar, steeply-pitched slate roof with fshscale bands and red cockscomb 

ridge tiles. PLAN: essentially a hall-and-crosswing plan, with the main hall-range on a north-south axis, the 

crosswing at the north end, a stair-turret coupled with a porch in the angle between these, and a smaller 

wing parallel to the north side of the other. Gothic style. EXTERIOR: mostly 2 storeys, plus a short tower, in a 

strongly asymmetrical composition focused on a projected 2-storey 5-sided stair-turret which has a short 2-

stage octagonal tower above and behind it, with the gable of the wing to the lef and a gabled 2-storey porch 

to the right. A chamfered plinth, moulded sillbands and various stepped and interrupted drip-bands to most 

parts. The porch, which has a short angle-butress to the right terminating in a gablet, has a 2-centred arched 

doorway in a chamfered and moulded square-headed surround, double board doors with ornamental strap 

hinges, carved spandrels, an elaborately carved plaque with banners letered  GRAMMAR / SCHOOL / 1873 , 

and a hood-mould stepped over this with an elongated return on the right terminating in a fgured stop 

caricaturing a schoolmaster; and a narrow triangular oriel at 1st foor. The projected 5-sided stair-turret to the

lef has small lancets at ground foor, and a deep oeset to the set-back upper foor which has narrow 

transomed windows with arched lights below and quatrefoils above, that to the front set in a raised gableted 
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surround with a fnial in the form of a fantastic beast. The tower behind likewise has a set-back upper stage, 

octagonal with cross-windows in the cardinal sides, a machicolated parapet with gablets, and a pyramidal roof

with a weather vane fnial. The principal feature of the gable of the wing to the lef is an oriel window which 

has an elaborately carved and moulded base, 2-centred arched lights with blank-shield aprons, and a 

bratshed parapet with a central gablet which has a fnial in the form of a fantastic beast. The hall range to 

the right has mullion-and-transom windows on both foors, those at 1st foor with 4-centred arched lights. 

The lower extension at the north end has (inter alia) a wide 2-window gable and a splayed porch continued to

the lef, with a hipped roof. The rear is in simpler style, with mullion-and-transom windows, a gabled 2-storey 

turret, and various later extensions. INTERIOR: main school halls at 1st foor of main range and wing, with 

arch-braced roofs; large room at ground foor of main range with Gothic-panelled wooden partition. 

Listing NGR: SD8423133032

2 - RAILINGS, GATE PIERS AND GATE TO BURNLEY COLLEGE ADULT 
EDUCATION CENTRE
SD8433SW BANK PARADE 906-1/10/14 (East side) 29/09/77 Railings, gate piers and gate to Burnley College 

Adult Education Centre (Formerly Listed as: BANK PARADE (East side) Railings and gateway to the Old 

Grammar School)

GV II 

Railings and gateway to grounds of former grammar school. Probably 1873. By William Waddington. Low 

sandstone rubble wall with chamfered coping, cast-iron railings and gates. Bounding the west, north and parts

of the east and south sides of a rounded-triangular plot. Opposite the doorway to the school is a pair of 

simple monolithic Gothic-style gate piers, and pyramidal tops with bratshed ornament; and gates with 

simple cylindrical bars and dog-bars, both sets with circular medallion fnials which have Tudor-rose faces. The

ranges of railings to lef and right of the gateway are in matching style; but those round the triangular garden 

to the north of the school have spike fnials and spear-head standards. Forms part of group with former 

grammar school (Burnley College Adult Education Centre (qv)). 

Listing NGR: SD8421633026

3 - CROSS OF ST PAULINUS IN GARDEN OF BURNLEY COLLEGE ADULT 
EDUCATION CENTRE
SD8433SW BANK PARADE 906-1/10/11 (East side) 10/11/51 Cross of St Paulinus in garden of Burnley College 

Adult Education Centre (Formerly Listed as: BANK PARADE (East side) Cross of St Paulinus in the grounds of 

Old Grammar School)

GV II 

Formerly known as: Cross of St Paulinus, near junction of Bank Parade and Church Street BANK PARADE. 

Market cross. Probably erected c1295 in former market place to east of Church of St Peter; removed to 

Godley Lane c1617, and thence to this site in 1881. Roughly-hewn millstone grit monolith on low chamfered 

square base. Rectangular in section and approximately 3m high, tapering towards a mutilated wheel-head top

which has a small raised hemisphere in the centre of each face but now lacks the horizontal spokes and the 
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outer ring (only the stumps remaining). Although mutilated and ex situ, a rare and important survival in this 

county.

Listing NGR: SD8423533080

4 - MARKET CROSS AND STOCKS IN GARDEN OF BURNLEY COLLEGE 
OF ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE, BANK PARADE

SD8433SW BANK PARADE 906-1/10/13 (East side) 10/11/51 Market cross and stocks in garden of Burnley 

College Adult Education Centre (Formerly Listed as: BANK PARADE (East side) Steps of market cross and old 

stocks in the grounds of Old Grammar School)

GV II 

Formerly known as: Steps of market cross & old stocks, near junction of Bank Parade and Church St BANK 

PARADE. Base of former market cross, with remains of former stocks. Cross erected c1617, and stocks said to 

have been constructed in earlier C16, both in former market place to east of Church of St Peter (qv) and 

removed to this site c1881. Gritstone. The base of the cross is octagonal, with one step, a 3-course plinth of 

large blocks, and a large moulded monolithic pedestal. The remains of the stocks, built close to the cross so 

that its step served as the seat, consist of 2 low jambs and a damaged 2-part sill cut away in the centre. 

HISTORY: last used in 1865. 

Listing NGR: SD8423433066

5- SHOREY WELL IN GARDEN OF BURNLEY COLLEGE ADULT 
EDUCATION CENTRE, BANK PARADE

SD8433SW BANK PARADE 906-1/10/12 (East side) 29/09/77 Shorey Well in garden of Burnley College Adult 

Education Centre (Formerly Listed as: BANK PARADE (East side) Shorey Well in the grounds of Old Grammar 

School)

GV II 

Superstructure of former public well; now ex situ. The well to which it belonged was on the east side of the 

River Brun, opposite Dawson Square; the structure there was renewed in 1736, and this portion was removed

to this site probably c1881. Sandstone rubble, with a roughly-hewn monolithic rectangular basin (the front 

now damaged) set in a short low rubble bank (approx 2m long and 0.5m high); with a simple recess and plain 

lintel. HISTORY: commemorates what was formerly the only source of pure water in St Peter's hamlet. Forms 

group with Cross of St Paulinus (qv) and with base of former market cross (qv). 

Listing NGR: SD8424533069
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